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he country's Covid curve can be
flattened by July end if the government is able to vaccinate a
whopping 90-lakh people a day, said
healthcare expert at a webinar. The
webinar held on Thursday was hosted
by MeraDoc, a personalised healthcare platform that connects highly
experienced health practitioners with
people. Meanwhile, early this month,
the government has said that there
will be enough doses by mid-July or
August to vaccinate one crore people
per day. "We are confident of vaccinating the whole population by
December," Indian Council of
Medical Research (ICMR) Director
General Balram Bhargava had said.
Currently, the country is facing a
vaccine shortage causing a delay in
the nationwide vaccination programme. The Health Ministry on
Friday said that a total of 26,89,60,399
people have been vaccinated so far in
the country, including 32,59,003 who
were administered vaccines in the last
24 hours. The experts at the webinar
also spoke about the preparedness for
the impending third wave and the
vaccines/drugs and severity of Covid
due to comorbidities like diabetes and
heart disease. "The more comorbidities you have, the more severe will be
the outcome of Covid infection, so
vaccination and precautions like
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Trehan also advocated for
monoclonal antibody therapy -a cocktail of casirivimab and
imdevimab -- that was recently
launched in India. Trehan said it
is an effective weapon for
treatment of mild to moderate
Covid in patients. "Monoclonal
antibody therapy is effective
against variants when given in
the first seven days and has the
potential to reduce hospitalisation
by nearly 70-80 per cent," he
noted.

❝

We invited the second wave and if we were to repeat the
same, then God help us! With a near double mortality versus the first, the second was a shocker. If we were to beat the
virus, then we need to not only follow Covid appropriate behaviour, but also look at the way vaccines are rolled out. If starting
July 1, we are able to administer 50 lakh vaccines a day then we can reduce the virus
impact by 25 per cent and by 50 per cent if this is scaled up to 70 lakh by mid-July.
We may even flatten the curve if we are able to vaccinate about 90-lakh
people in a day by the end of the month.

❝

Dr Naresh Trehan, Chairman and MD, Medanta Hospital
masking, social distancing and following the advice of your doctor is important. People with diabetes must go for
vaccination and the level of sugar at
that point does not make much difference to the efficacy of the vaccine,"
said Dr Ambrish Mithal, Chairman,

Head of Endocrinology & Diabetes,
Max Healthcare. The webinar was
held in association with IPE Global,
MSOSA, Heart Care Foundation of
India (Dr KK Aggarwal Research
Fund) and LSE (London School of
Economics) Alumni Association.

Invitation to Third Wave

Thirty-one per cent of citizens plan to visit a restaurant, while 29 per cent
plan to visit malls in the next 60 days, according to a survey conducted by
LocalCircles. In addition, 75 per cent of Indian households expect visitors
like domestic help, service providers etc. to their homes in the next 30 days.
As many as 43 per cent are expecting visits from friends and relatives who
do not stay with them, while 27 per cent are expecting friends, neighbours
and colleagues to visit them in the next 30 days. According to LocalCircles,
given the known air-borne transmission of the SARS-COV2 strains, all the
above activities without adhering to the guidelines, both by the business
owners and the citizens, are likely to accelerate the spread of Covid and a
possible third wave may be coming sooner than anticipated. "The government's Covid task force has stated that it is premature to presume that the
country is out of danger as the possibility of a third wave is high. The doctors have warned that we cannot be fully out
of danger till most of the population is vaccinated, which is a long way away given that only 250 million doses have
been administered in a nation with a population of 1.4 billion," the survey said.

Pfizer, Moderna Covid
jabs do not lower
sperm counts

London: Taking Pfizer or Moderna
Covid vaccine shots do not
lower sperm counts in men,
claimed a study. Researchers at
the University of Miami studied
sperm counts in men who had
recently been vaccinated, and
compared the results to their
sperm count before being vaccinated, the Daily Mail reported.
The findings published in the
journal JAMA showed that the
average men increased sperm
count by 22 per cent with the
largest increase in sperm count
at 90 per cent. The increases
may not be because of the vaccine, though, as they fall within
normal fluctuations of sperm
counts, the researchers said.
Many false claims about the
vaccines and their effects on
sperm count and fertility have
surfaced on social media in
recent months.
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he Supreme Court on
Friday expressed dissatisfaction with the
Delhi High Court 100-page
judgment granting bail to
one of the three studentactivists accused in a case of
"larger conspiracy" related to
the February 2020 northeast
Delhi riots, which claimed
lives of 53 people and left
hundreds injured. A bench
comprising Justices Hemant
Gupta and V.
Ramasubramanian emphasized that the High Court
judgment may have wide
ramifications and hence, the
top court will have to examine it, and favoured staying
the effect of the judgment so
that it can't be used as a
precedent in any other case
for the time being. The
bench said: "We will not stay
the High Court judgment.
But it cannot be cited as
precedent by any accused in
Delhi riot case to seek bail."
Solicitor General Tushar
Mehta, appearing for the
police, contended that the
High Court made wide ranging observations and the
judgment should be stayed
by the top court. Senior
advocate Kapil Sibal, appearing for the student activists,
submitted that he doesn't
oppose a scrutiny by the top
court of the High Court
order, but resisted a stay on

T

NARADA CASE : BENGAL CM, LAW
MINISTER CAN FILE AFFIDAVITS
The Supreme Court on
Friday agreed to hear
the appeals against the
Calcutta High Court
order denying West
Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee and
Law Minister Moloy
Ghatak from filing affidavits on their role on
the day of arrest of
four Trinamool
Congreess leaders on
May 17 by the CBI in
Narada case. The top
court asked the High
Court to consider the
matter after the apex
court considers the
appeals of the state
and Ghatak against the
order. A five-judge
bench of the Calcutta
High Court on June 9,
hearing the CBI's application for transfer of
the Narada sting tape
case from the special
CBI court to the High
Court, had said it will
consider later the affidavits by Banerjee and
Ghatak.

Covid-19: PG final
year medical exams
will be conducted
The Supreme Court declined
to pass an order directing
medical universities to either
cancel or postpone the final
year postgraduate exams, as
the examinee-doctors have
been engaged in Covid-19
duty. The top court observed
that National Medical
Council (NMC) has already
issued an advisory in April,
where it had asked universities to examine Covid situation before announcing
dates for final year examination. Bench comprising
Justices Indira Banerjee and
M.R. Shah said it cannot pass
any general order to all the
universities to not conduct
or postpone the final year
exam. At the beginning of
the hearing, the bench clarified that it is not allowing
the doctors to be promoted
without taking the postgraduate exam.

the operation of the judgment. The top court said the
way the Delhi High Court
has interpreted UAPA, when
it was not even requested to
do so, requires it to examine
the issues raised by the Delhi
Police. After hearing argu-

ments, the top court issued
notices on the appeals filed
by the Delhi Police challenging the High Court decision
to grant bail to three studentactivists. The top court will
hear the matter in the week
commencing from July 19.

Gautam Adani lost Asia's ASSAM CONG MLA KURMI We follow our own policies says Twitter;
2nd richest position QUITS PARTY, SET TO JOIN BJP
rule of land is supreme: Parl panel

Team Absolute|New Delhi

uffering a rout in the
stock markets this week,
Adani Group Chairman
Gautam Adani has lost the
coveted tag of being Asias
second richest billionaire.
Chinese pharmaceutical
magnet Zhong Shanshan has
reclaimed his position of

S

Asia's second richest man
after Reliance Industries
Chairman Mukesh Ambani.
Shanshan's wealth stood at
$68.9 billion while Ambani's
was at $85.6 billion in the rich
list. Shares of Adani
Enterprises, Adani Power,
Adani Total Gas, Adani
Transmission, Adani Ports
and Adani Green Energy
started falling on Monday
after reports on FPI ownership. Adani's lost almost $12
billion in four days, according
to the Forbes Real-Time
Billionaires list, which tracks
the wealth of the world's richest people. At the beginning
of the week, Adani's net
worth was just above $77 billion.

GUTERRES APPOINTED TO SECOND
TERM AS UN SECY GENERAL
Arul Louis|United Nations

he UN General
Assembly on Friday
appointed Antonio
Guterres, to a second term
as the Secretary General to
lead the world body
through the crisis of the
Covid-19 pandemic and the
fight against global warming, which he has made his priority. After being sworn-in to
his second term, Guterres said that he would work for a
"breakthrough" for a world at "a critical moment in history".
The 193-member General Assembly's resolution adopted by
acclamation said that in "appreciation for the effective and
dedicated service rendered to the United Nations", it approved
the Security Council recommendation to give the former
Portuguese Prime Minister another five years starting in
January as the world's top diplomat.

T

Guwahati: The Congress in
Assam suffered a blow on
Friday as its prominent MLA
Rupjyoti Kurmi quit
the party and
announced to join
the ruling BJP coming Monday. The
Congress in turn
immediately
expelled the fourtime MLA from the
party for his "antiparty activities". Criticising
the party, Kurmi, a tea community leader, alleged that
the Congress has stopped listening to the younger leaders,

and envisaged further downfall of the party if Rahul
Gandhi continues to call the
shots. "Rahul ji
can't bring about
change as he is
responsible for the
downfall of the
Congress. The
results of the
recent state elections are a clear
sign that the
Congress will keep suffering
if it gives importance to
Rahul Gandhi. The party will
keep losing its relevance," he
told the media.

Team Absolute|New Delhi

he Parliamentary Standing
Committee on
Information Technology
on Friday told Twitter that the
law of the land is supreme, not
its policy. It also asked the microblogging site why it should not be
fined for violating the rules. The 31member Parliamentary Standing
Committee, headed by
Congress' Shashi Tharoor,
had summoned Twitter over
issues related to misuse of its
platform.

T

Sources
said that
Twitter India's
public policy manager Shagufta Kamran
and legal counsel Ayushi Kapoor had

deposed before the panel. Members of
the Committee took strong objection to
the Twitter India representative's observation that its policy is on par with the
rules. "The Committee categorically told
Twitter the law of land is supreme, not
your policy. All members including from
opposition parties spoke in one voice
against Twitter," the source said. In a
statement, the Twitter spokesperson
said: " Twitter stands prepared to work
with the Committee on the important
work of safeguarding citizens' rights
online in line with our principles of
transparency, freedom of expression,
and privacy.

Battle lines drawn as PUBG Mobile
re-enters India in new avatar
❝

 The battle royale game is
now back, in a new avatar as
'Battlegrounds Mobile India'
with customised features for
its fans.
 PUBG Mobile is back when
the online casual gaming
segment in India is projected
to grow at 29 per cent
Compound Annual Growth
Rate (CAGR) during FY 21-25
to reach Rs 169 billion,
according to a report by
KPMG in India.
 Currently, the segment
stands at Rs 60 billion in FY
21, accounting for 44 per cent
of the total online gaming
revenues.

After imposing the ban,
the government has
failed to get control of huge
amount of data pertaining
to crores of Indians. The
relaunch of PUBG Mobile
through a new setup may be
a big corporate fraud which
needs thorough investigation
by the Home Ministry and
the Enforcement Directorate
(ED) about its association
with the previous owner, IP
rights holder on data
and its Chinese
connection."
Virag Gupta, Cyber Law
Expert

❝

Adani has lost over $12 billion in just four
days after concerns over FPI ownership.
Adani's net worth has come down to $62.7
billion from $74.9 billion at the beginning of
this week, according to Forbes Real Time
Billionaires index.

Nishant Arora|New Delhi

layerUnknown's
Battlegrounds (PUBG)
mobile game, immensely
popular among the teenagers
and Gen Z in the country, was
banned in September last year
along with several other
Chinese apps amid incursion
attempts into the Indian territory at Pangong Tso in eastern
Ladakh by the Chinese People's

P

Liberation Army. PUBG Mobile,
largely owned by South Korean
company Krafton, was banned
for its association with the
Chinese tech giant Tencent.
PUBG then had nearly 33 million users in India. In
November last year, PUBG
Corporation said that it was
making a comeback with the
creation of an Indian subsidiary
and a new game, stressing that
it also plans to make invest-

ments worth $100 million in the
country to cultivate the local
video game, esports, entertainment and IT industries. Does
this pave the way for other
banned Chinese apps to alter
their course and re-enter the
country via registering entities
at neutral locations with a
promise to keep the data of the

gamers within India? What will
happen to the data of crores of
Indians who were playing the
original PUBG Mobile?
According to leading cyber law
expert Virag Gupta, PUBG and
many other apps were banned
under Section 69A of the
Information Technology Act,
since they were involved in
activities causing prejudice to
the sovereignty and integrity of
the country. The government
should also direct Google Play
Store in India to not allow the
game with fresh branding, "in
view of last year's ban order,
otherwise other banned apps
will re-enter India through this
modus operandi", Gupta
stressed. Seasoned cyber law
expert Pavan Duggal said that
India neither has a dedicated
law, nor a dedicated policy on
mobile applications. Industry
players, however, welcomed the
arrival of PUBG with new
branding.
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PUNJAB POLICE BUST FAKE DRUG Allahabad HC dismisses
MANUFACTURING RACKET PIL on disposal of bodies
Lucknow|Agencies

Chandigarh|Agencies

unjab Police on Friday
cracked a multi-crore
rupee interstate fake
Remdesivir manufacturing racket with the arrest of six people,
including the kingpin, who used
to black market fake replicas of
the life-saving anti-viral drug
used to treat critical Covid-19
patients. Police has also recovered designs and packaging
material used for making these
vials besides seizing Rs 2 crore
cash and four cars from possession of the accused. Director
General of Police Dinkar Gupta
said that accused Mohammad
Shahwar had taken premises in
Maloya village on lease on pretext of stocking medicines 10

P

months back. Following the
recovery of vials in Bhakra canal
last month, the SIT, constituted
to investigate the case, traced
the marketing address mentioned on the recovered vials to
Nautwins Pharmaceuticals in
Maloya whose owner was
quizzed.This led the police to

unravel the entire conspiracy
plot and identify the accused,
the DGP added. Investigations
are on to ascertain their area of
operations into other states and
samples from recovered vials
have been sent to Kolkata for
forensic examination. Further,
after coming across the name of

Chirag approaches EC claiming
to be LJP President for 5 years
Team Absolute|New Delhi

mid the crisis in the Lok
Janshakti Party (LJP), a five
member delegation led by
Chirag Paswan, son of party
founder and former Union
Minister late Ram Vilas Paswan,
approached the Election
Commission claiming that he was
elected as party chief in 2019 for a
period of five years.
The Lok Janshakti Party delegation met the Election Commission
on Friday.Speaking to the media
after meeting the Election
Commission, Chirag said, "A five
member delegation met the
Commission and kept the matter
before it." He said that they
apprised the Election
Commission that in 2019 he was
elected the national president of
the LJP and the national executive
has passed the resolution for the
same. Chirag said, "I was elected
as LJP President for a period of
five years and after every five years
election for the party chief is

Shahwar and his aide identified
as Shah Nazar, who is the main
accused in the supply of these
fake injections, Ropar police
conducted raids at the main
office and house of Shahwar at
Kala Amb in Himachal Pradesh
to get further leads. In the
meantime Shahwar had managed to abscond and for at least
one month, he had traveled to
Goa, Bengaluru, Uttar Pradesh,
Delhi and various other locations to evade arrest, Gupta said.
The SIT, headed by
Superintendent of Police Ankur
Gupta, was set up after 3,000
vials, including 621 of
Remdesivir and 1,456 of
Cefoperazone, and 849 unlabelled, were recovered from the
Bhakra Canal in Ropar on May 6.

erming a PIL as more of a
'publicity interest litigation' than a public interest
litigation, the Allahabad High
Court on Friday dismissed a
petition seeking directions to
the state authorities to dispose
of dead bodies lying on the
banks of Ganga in Prayagraj. A
bench comprising Chief Justice
Sanjay Yadav and Justice
Prakash Padia turned down the
argument of the petitioner that
it is the responsibility of the
state to perform cremation and
dispose of the bodies in a dignified manner. The court also
questioned the bona fides of the
petitioner and wanted to know
if the petitioner had contributed
personally to the cause by identifying any of the dead bodies or

T

Son's greed may land Yediyurappa
in jail again: K'taka BJP MLC

'AUDIO CONVERSATION'
LEAKED ON SOCIAL MEDIA

A

held." Before me, the party
founder Ram Vilas Paswan was
the party President and his tenure
was till 2020, but due to his health
issues he stepped down from the
post as he was also having responsibilities as an Union Minister, he
said. "Thus he resigned from the
post and the national executive
gave me the charge of party chief,"
Chirag said, adding that he
apprised the poll panel about the
same.Chirag said that we have

SC RAPS MUNMUN
DUTTA OVER BHANGI
REMARK, BUT STAYS FIRS
New Delhi: "What you said may amount to bringing
an entire community into disrepute," said a Supreme
Court bench on Friday as it stayed criminal proceedings against "Taarak Mehta Ka Ooltah Chashmah"
actor Munmun Dutta for allegedly using a casteist
slur. The bench comprising
Justices Hemant Gupta and V.
Ramasubramanian said: "You
say you are a woman but tell us if
women have any better rights
than men or they also have equal
rights?" Senior advocate Puneet
Bali, representing Dutta, argued
that in the video posted on a
social media platform last
month, Dutta did not use the
word 'Bhangi' intentionally and
the word was used in West Bengal to refer to those
who took intoxicants. The bench replied that was not
true. "You may not be informed. Everyone knows the
meaning. Same word is used in Bangla. She was in
Kolkata when she said this," noted the top court. Bali
acknowledged his client made a mistake and deleted
her Twitter post within two hours of posting the video.
Bali argued that the top court in several cases clubbed
FIRs arising out of the same incident and urged all
cases should be shifted to Mumbai.

Patna: Amid the leadership crisis in the Lok Janshakti Party
(LJP), the planning of Chirag
Paswan, the son of former
Union minister and LJP
founder late Ram Vilas Paswa,
seems to getting leaked frequently these days. In the
alleged audio clip, Chirag
Paswan can be heard instructing Sardar to hold a massive
protest at the LJP office and at
the airport when Pashupati
Kumar Paras arrived in Patna
on Wednesday. He further
asked Sardar to make sure
that Paras doesn't enter the
party office in Patna. In reply,
Sardar can be heard saying
that he would arrange youth
from the Dalit hostels in Patna
for the protest against Paras'
arrival.

apprised the Commission that 10
people, including five MPs have
been suspended from the party.

by giving them a decent funeral.
"What is your personal contribution to the cause you are raising? Tell us if you dug out and
cremated bodies," the bench
asked. The court also expressed
displeasure over the petitioner

Bengaluru|Agencies

ontinuing his tirade
against Chief Minister
B.S. Yediyurappa and his
son B.Y. Vijayendra, BJP MLC,
A.H. Vishwanath on Friday
alleged that Vijayendra was not
only interfering at all levels of
administration but also had
taken kickback in the Rs 21,473
crore upper Bhadra irrigation

C

project contract.
Notwithstanding the party diktat, Vishwanath continued to
speak against Yediyurappa and
his son, Vijayendra. Besides
this, Vishwanth also raised
questions about Bengaluru
Development Authority (BDA)
chairman S.R. Vishwanth, who
is considered to be
Yediyurappa's close aide.
The BJP MLC also alleged that

the BDA chairman should give
details about the purchase of
10,000 beds, pillows, blankets
and fans during the first Covid
wave to set up one of the
biggest Covid Care Center at
the Bangalore International
Exhibition Centre (BIEC) on
the city outskirts in last July.
"Had this fully operational CCC
existed the state would not
have seen so many deaths as
the management of this centre
was handed over to Vishwanth
then. He should be held
accountable for so many
deaths," he told reporters while
accusing Vijayendra of receiving multi crore kickbacks for
circumventing many rules and
regulations to award contracts
of high value.
Vishwanath told reporters that
the state government headed
by Chief Minister Yediyurappa
has awarded the multi-crore
Upper Bhadra irrigation project
without taking any formal
approval from any authorities
concerned besides circumventing many rules.

elhi Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal on Friday apprised
Lieutenant Governor Anil
Baijal of the administration's
action plan to battle the possible
third wave of Covid in the national
capital. During a meeting with
Baijal, who also chairs the Delhi
Disaster Management Authority
(DDMA), Kejriwal presented a
blueprint of the preparations
being made by the Delhi government to tackle the possible third
wave.
"A state-level task force, more
healthcare staff and a special task
force for treatment of children are
among the Delhi government's
action plan to deal with the third
wave," the Chief Minister Office

D

MEHUL CHOKSI REMANDED
TO DOMINICA STATE PRISON
BY COURT
New Delhi: A Dominican court has
ordered Indian fugitive businessman
Mehul Choksi to be remanded at the
Dominica State Prison despite a decline
in his health, the local media reported.
According to Dominica News Online, a
news outlet in the Carribean island,
Magistrate Pearl Williams on Thursday
ordered that Antiguan citizen and businessman Mehul Choksi who is wanted in
India for alleged bank fraud, to be
remanded at the Dominica State Prison.
Choksi, who pleaded not guilty to illegal
entry into Dominica, was remanded into
police custody at the Dominica China
Friendship Hospital (DCFH) where he
has been a patient since May 29. On June
2, 2021, at Choksi's first court hearing
where the charge was read to him, the
acting Director of Public Prosecution
(DPP), Sherma Dalyrample, made an
application before the Chief Magistrate
Candia Carrette George pursuant to
Section 212 of the Magistrate code of procedure, to have him brought before a
Magistrate every three days to be further
remanded until he is discharged from the
hospital. This application came under
review by Magistrate Williams on June
11, however, she reserved her ruling as a
bail application for Choksi was being
heard in the High Court on the same day.

Indian Navy operation to find trappped Meghalaya MAJOR BONANZA FOR 5.40 LAKH SERVING,
RETIRED PUNJAB EMPLOYEES
miners continues, one body recovered
Chandigarh: In a move that will benefit over 5.40 lakh serving
Team Absolute|New Delhi

ndian Navy divers have recovered one body after six days of
operations to find five miners
trapped in a flooded coal mine in
Meghalaya's East Jaintia Hills district. In one of the most physically
and tactically daunting operations, a 12-member Indian Navy
diving team was pressed into
action since June 12 to search for
the five miners trapped in the
mine, which was inundated after a
dynamite blast on May 30.
Sources said they has recovered
body of one miner and efforts to
search for the remaining four is
still on. The current operation

I

entails the Navy divers to lower
themselves and their specialised
diving gear into an extremely narrow shaft to a depth of almost 400
feet and carry out diving upto further 100 feet, to search for the
trapped miners within a complicated interconnecting labyrinth of
horizontal shafts, with barely
enough space for a person to
crawl. Diving operations are further challenged by poor underwater visibility, unmapped shaft construction hazards, flotsam and
falling debris. Further, diving for
prolonged durations in low temperatures (3-5 degree Celsius)
pose significant medical risks
such as hypothermia.

4.2 MAGNITUDE QUAKE SHAKES KUTCH, NO DAMAGE REPORTED
Gandhinagar : An earthquake, of 4.2 magnitude, was recorded in Gujarat's Kutch on Friday afternoon, officials said.
According to the Institute of Seismological Research (ISR), the quake, which occurred at 3.45 p.m., had its epicentre near
Bandhal, 11 km north by northwest of Bhachau, and its depth was 26.7 km.Tremors were felt in cities like Bhachau,
Gandhidham, Dudhai, and even Bhuj, where many people panicked and rushed out of their houses. There was no report of
any casualty or damage to property, district officials said. Kutch is located in a very high risk seismic zone, according to the
state disaster management authorities.

and retired state government employees, the Punjab government, led by Chief Minister Amarinder Singh, on Friday decided
to accept a majority of the recommendations of the Sixth Pay
Commission, and decided to implement them from July 1 with
retrospective effect from January 1, 2016. With this decision,
taken at the state cabinet meeting, the government said it has fulfilled another major promise to the
people, despite the precarious financial health of the state. The implementation will entail 2.59 times increase in
salaries and pensions over the previous Pay Commission recommendations, with an annual increment rate
of three per cent, resulting in pay
scales of all existing employees continuing to be higher than in neighbouring Haryana. As a result of the
decision, the minimum pay for a government employee would
increase from Rs 6,950 per month to Rs 18,000 per month. The
minimum pension will go up from Rs 3,500 to Rs 9,000 per
month, and the minimum family pension would also increase to
Rs 9,000 per month under the revised structure, an official
spokesperson said after a Cabinet meeting that gave the approval
for implementation of the Sixth Punjab Pay Commission recommendations. Under the new structure, a divorced or widowed
daughter shall be eligible for family pension, and the eligibility
criteria of income for family pension has been enhanced from Rs
3,500 plus dearness allowance (DA) to Rs 9,000 plus DA per
month. The expected amount of net arrears from January 1, 2016
to June 30, 2021 is approximately Rs 13,800 crore.

'Delhi ramping up health infra to
fight possible third Covid wave'
Team Absolute|New Delhi

for approaching the court under
the guise of PIL without having
done proper research.
The court dismissed the petition, saying that it is inclined to
impose heavy costs on such
petitions.

(CMO) said in a statement.
During the meeting, Kejriwal
told Baijal if the third wave hits
Delhi, then during normal situation about 37,000 coronavirus
cases can emerge per day, whereas
if the outbreak is very high, then
the count might climb to 45,000.
"Delhi government is preparing
for the management of beds,
among others, keeping in mind
the normal and worst-case scenario. If there is a possible third
wave of Covid and the situation in
the national capital becomes
extremely distressing, the government is working continuously on
how many oxygen beds and ICU
beds will be required during that
time," CMO said.
In view of this, the Delhi government has constituted a committee

to enhance and strengthen the
health infrastructure of the national capital, including a state level
expert committee for mitigation
and management of the third wave
of Covid-19 cases in Delhi.
Besides, a Paediatric task force
for management of Covid-19 and
treatment of children has also
been set up.
As per the data provided by the
CMO, Delhi has so far installed 32
PSA oxygen plants with capacity of
29.77 MT and 7 PSA oxygen plants
with capacity of 5.7 MT will be
installed at the end of June.
Further, Delhi will also install
another 15 PSA oxygen plants with
capacity of 18.8 MT July 31 and 10
more PSA plants with capacity of
10.42 MT will be added by end of
September this year.

CHANGE IN DATE OF BIRTH
I, SUNITA DEVI is wife of Army
No. 15661097W, Rank RHM Name
Om Pal residing at : Talwana,
PO-Kheri, Distt. Mahender Garh (HR)
PIN-123027. I have changed my date
of birth 03.10.1978 to 03.10.1977 as
per affidavit no. AY- 744344 date
18.06.2021 before Bhopal Court.

madhya pradesh
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Virtual meeting of Atma-Nirbhar Madhya
Pradesh Employment Group held
New Delhi, Saturday, June 19, 2021

CHIEF MINISTER HELD ONE-TO-ONE
DISCUSSION WITH MINISTERS
 During the one to one
meeting Chief
Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan took information about departmental works and
activities from the
ministers.
Team Absolute |Bhopal

hief Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan on Friday invited
Commercial Tax, Finance,
Planning, Economic and Statistics
Minister Jagdish Deora, Tribal Affairs
and Scheduled Caste Welfare
Minister Meena Singh, Medical
Education, Bhopal Gas Tragedy Relief
and Rehabilitation Minister Vishwas
Sarang and Public Health
Engineering Minister Brijendra Singh
Yadav and hold one to one discussions with them. During the discussion, Chouhan took information
about departmental works and activi-
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ties from the ministers.
Finance and Commercial Tax
Minister Jagdish Deora informed that
the economy of the state has been
adversely affected due to Corona crisis. Discussion was held in detail with
Chief Minister on how to increase
revenue in various departments in
the state. GST There was also a discussion on increasing the storage.
Scheduled Caste Welfare Minister
Meena Singh informed that work is

being done at a fast pace under the
leadership of Chouhan for the welfare
of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled
Tribes in the state. Many schemes are
being operated for the welfare of
these sections. Continuous work will
be done on the roadmap of the
department for self-reliant Madhya
Pradesh.
Medical Education Minister
Vishwas Sarang informed that all
preparations are being made regard-

ing the third wave of corona in the
state. Health infrastructure and
health services are being strengthened. Institutional preparations are
being made in this regard.
Enlargement of beds, provision of
oxygen, ICU, children ICU.
Along with other arrangements,
arrangements for doctors, paramedical staff and technical staff, their
training and alternative arrangements
are also being made. Sarang informed
that some efforts are also being made
to introduce new PG courses. There is
also a plan to set up a research center
for epidemiology at the state level,
which will study the COVID-19 pandemic etc. A campaign will be
launched to check cancer in women.
There is also a plan to build a Bhopal
gas tragedy memorial.
Minister of State for Public Health
Engineering, Brijendra Singh Yadav
said that under the National Jal
Jeevan Mission, the target of providing clean water through taps to every
household by the year 2024 would be
completed in Madhya Pradesh by the
year 2023. Along with this, work will
be done expeditiously on the departmental roadmap of self-reliant
Madhya Pradesh.

Tiger mowed down while crossing national highway
 A tiger was killed after being mowed down by a vehicle while crossing a national highway in
Gunghutti range of Umaria forest division in Madhya Pradesh early on Friday, an official said.
Team Absolute |Umaria

tiger was killed after
being mowed down
by a vehicle while
crossing a national highway
in Gunghutti range of
Umaria forest division early
on Friday, an official said.
The incident occurred on
NH-43, around 35 kms away
from Umaria district headquarters, he said.
"It appears that some light
vehicle hit the big cat
around 3 am. The body
parts of the tiger were
intact," Umaria Divisional
Forest Officer (DFO) Mohit
Sood told this news paper
over phone. It had abdominal injuries and excessive
bleeding led to its death, he
added. The post-mortem of
the tiger is being carried out,
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he said, adding that the
feline was not from the
Bandhavgarh Tiger Reserve.
It was not from a protected

forest area, the DFO said.
"I have talked to our forest
department officials about
putting up signboards to

'GUNA DISTRICT 100 PERCENT VACCINATED'

Guna Police launched a unique plan to
avoid the so-called third wave of corona
 During the second phase
Mishra has launched many
plans, so that people follow covid protocol and
these plans worked well
and as a result corona
pandemic could be
brought under control in
effective way in the district.
Team Absolute |Guna:

una SP Rajeev Mishra has
launched a unique innovative
plan to avoid the third wave of
corona which is probably unique not
only in the state, but may also be in
the whole country.
According to superintendent of
police Rajiv Mishra the second wave
of corona was very difficult and challenging phase. In this tough time
Guna police worked with full dedication. During the second phase Mishra
has launched many plans, so that people follow covid protocol and these
plans worked well and as a result
corona pandemic could be brought
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under control in effective way in the
district.
According to SP it is necessary to
achieve 100% vaccination to avoid the
third wave. To achieve this Plan Guna
police launched a unique plan 'Guna
District100% vaccinated.'
To execute this plan, Beat in-charge
of both Rural and Urban Police stations are vested upon responsibility
to make sure that every person of his
beat got vaccinated. Each Beat in
charge will approach each family
member under his jurisdiction and
will request them to get vaccinated.
Once all the people of a particular
Beat got vaccinated, the Beat will considered as 100% vaccinated Beat. As
soon as all the Beats gets 100% vaccinated the district will also get hundred
percent Vaccinated.
For this each Beat in-charge is provided a proforma, which will be
updated by the concern in-charge.
This will be a team work involving
additional SP, SDOP, RI, Police station
in-charge and all police force.
Mishra had also appealed to the
people to provide co operation to the
police personnel working, so that it
Guna District can be protected from
the so-called third wave of corona.
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ublic Works Minister
Gopal Bhargava has said
that the main goal of
Atma-Nirbhar Madhya
Pradesh is to create maximum employment activities.
Work has been started by
preparing an action plan by
the inter-departmental group
constituted for this. He
expected all the departments
to review them regularly.
With this, the state government's target of providing
employment to one lakh
youths will be achieved
quickly. Bhargava was
addressing the meeting of
Employment Group virtually.
Bhargava said that effective
steps are being taken by the
State Government to counter
the impact on employment,
self-employment sectors due
to corona curfew imposed to
control Covid-19. He said that
under Atma-Nirbhar Madhya
Pradesh, action has been
started by preparing roadmap
of employment-oriented
activities by Labor, Panchayat
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and Rural Development,
Information and Technology,
Tourism Department,
Industrial Policy and
Investment Promotion
Department. The migrant
labour portal was started by
the Labor Department only
after the first wave of Covid19. Along with this, labour
laws have also been simplified by starting Rozgar Setu
Portal from June 2021. To
help the small businessmen
residing in rural areas, the
Panchayat and Rural
Development Department
has arranged for e-commerce
platform for traditional products and on-line marketing of
materials produced by selfhelp groups. Single window,
digital lockers portal and artificial intelligence are being

promoted by the Department
of Information Technology.
Action was taken to
include hospitality course in
Tourism Institute for employment generation through
tourism. Action has been
taken on 'One District-One
Product' promotion plan by
the Department of Industrial
Policy and Investment
Promotion to encourage district level qualities. Along
with this, proposal for
Varanasi-Mumbai Industrial
Corridor, IndoreVisakhapatnam Industrial
Corridor has been sent.
Action is being taken to
develop 20 new industrial
areas in the state. These activities will generate selfemployment activities on a
large scale in the state.

WHISTLEBLOWER IAS LOKESH KUMAR JANGID CLAIMS
THREAT TO LIFE AND FAMILY, SEEKS PROTECTION
Team Absolute |Bhopal

sensitise drivers on the highway about maintaining caution while driving in the area
to avoid the recurrence of
such accidents," he said.
"We have also requested
the National Highway
Authority of India (NHAI) to
construct speed breakers on
NH-43," Sood said, adding
that some other necessary
steps would also be taken to
prevent such mishaps.
However, locals say that
the cub was hit by an
unidentified vehicle near a
hotel, located 14km from the
district headquarters.
Spot is 6km from
Ghunghuti forest range and
near Arhira Dadar village.
This is the second such
incident in a short span.
Two tigers were killed earlier
in train mishap.

MP WILL BECOME SELF-RELIANT WITH CREATION
OF EMPLOYMENT ACTIVITIES: BHARGAVA

okesh Kumar Jangid, the
2014 batch IAS officer
who as showcaused by
the Madhya Pradesh government over alleged leak of
recorded telephonic conversation, has approached DGP
Vivek Johri seeking personal
security officers (PSOs)
claiming that he has been
threatened by an unknown
person on Signal app.
Though senior officials are
tightlipped on the issue,
insiders say that the officer
had blown whistle against
alleged corruption in Covid19 related procurements
(oxygen concentrators) and
some bureaucrats were
unhappy.
In a complaint to the DGP,
Jangid said that he received a
call around 11.50pm asking
him to go on six-month leave
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if he cares for himself and his
family.
Just like Vyapam whistleblowers, I am also
facing an immediate threat to my life
and family. Kindly
provide me security," he wrote.
After nine transfers in 54 months,
Jangid had
expressed his
anguish at the 'system' in a closed
messaging group of Madhya
Pradesh IAS officers
Association (MPIASOA). He
was promptly removed from
the group, and has since
been showcaused by the government over an unrelated
charge. On Wednesday
evening, the general administration department showcaused the 35-year-old officer
for allegedly recording a tele-

phone call from the principal
secretary-GAD regarding his
transfer and making it public.
It amounts to
breach of trust and
privacy and is a
violation of civil
services rules, says
the notice, asking
Jangid to reply
within seven days.
In leaked
screenshots of his
posts and conversations on the
messaging group, Jangid
alleges corruption and suggests he was repeatedly
transferred for being honest.
Jangid has written to chief
secretary Iqbal Singh Bains
seeking intercadre deputation to Maharashtra, citing
personal reasons.
Jangid's first posting was as
SDM-Vijaypur in Sheopur
district on November 1, 2016.

He was attached to the secretariat a few months later. His
most recent transfer was as
additional MD, Rajya Siksha
Kendra, within 41 days of
being made additional collector of Barwani district.
On Monday Jangid posted,
"Interestingly, those who
mint money from all kinds of
mafia get transferred from
field to field. And those with
impeccable integrity get
thrown to the secretariat on
transfer… stability of tenure
in Madhya Pradesh and the
joke of an institution called
Civil Services Board… I will
come out with a book postretirement and hopefully
bring the facts before everyone to see. Right now, my
hands are tied by conduct
rules." In another of his posts,
he alleges he was removed as
SDM from a district because
he called the collector 'weak.'

CM OFFERS GARLAND ON THE BIRTH Youth will play important role in
getting rid of Corona: CM
ANNIVERSARY KS SUDARSHAN
 Chief Minister has tweeted that a good son, who
served all his life considering the service and
progress of Mother Bharati as his karma and religion, can never be forgotten
Team Absolute |Bhopal

hief Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan paid
homage to the fifth Sar
Sangh Sanchalak of Rashtriya
Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS)
KS Sudarshan on his birth
anniversary. Chouhan garlanded his portrait at the
Chief Minister's residence.
Remembering him, Chief
Minister has tweeted that a
good son, who served all his
life considering the service and
progress of Mother Bharati as his
karma and religion, can never be forgotten. Sudarshan was born on June
18, 1931 in Raipur district. Sudarshan
did his engineering in telecommunications. Sudarshan was a knowledgeable and wonderful speaker of
many subjects and languages. He
gave concrete suggestions regarding
the Punjab problem and the Assam
agitation. The innovations made by
him in the Rashtriya Swayamsevak
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Sangh gave a new dimension to the
operation of Shakhas. He has an
important contribution in the establishment of an ideological organisation called Pragya Vahak. He had
special interest in relation to indigenous and traditional experiences and
knowledge in the fields of rural
development, agriculture, cow rearing and energy etc. His specialty was
to go deep into any problem and
think profoundly about it and find
the right solution for it.
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hief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan
has said that through 'Yuva Shakti
Corona Mukti Abhiyan', about 10 lakh
students of colleges of the state will play an
important role in
the liberation of
Corona. They will
make people aware
about Kovid friendly behavior and
vaccination. In the
second phase,
about 8 lakh students of private colleges will be given
training in this
regard and people will also be made aware
through them.
Chouhan was launching orientation training of students of all government colleges of
the state under 'Yuva Shakti Corona Mukti
Abhiyan' through video conferencing at
Mantralaya today. He also launched a mobile
app 'Kovi-Sandesh' designed for real time
monitoring of the campaign.
Chouhan also interacted with the students
of colleges through video conferencing. All
the students told that they have got themselves and their families vaccinated and are
motivating others to get the vaccine too. His
slogan is 'I have got the vaccine, you should
also get the vaccine and protect yourself and
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your family from corona.'
Higher Education Minister Mohan Yadav
informed that Yuva Shakti Corona Mukti
Abhiyan is being run in the state. Under the
campaign, work is being done to ensure covid
friendly behavior and society's participation
in covid vaccination
through students
studying in government colleges and
universities of the
Department of
Higher Education
and Technical
Education. Lead
colleges of all districts by the
Principal Secretary
Higher Education and Technical Education
Department officials, National Health Mission
and State level officials of UNICEF, Principals
of Engineering and Polytechnic Colleges and
District Immunization Officers have been
trained as master trainers. The professors of
the colleges of the district have been trained
by the master tenors. Orientation of students
in groups of maximum 50-50 students by
trained professors has been started from
today. In this, information will be given to the
students about the importance of Kovid
friendly behavior and vaccination. The campaign will continue for 30 days and there will
be 2 sessions of 1 hour each in all the institutions every day.

JSA demands independent probe into alleged discrepancy in COVID-19 death figures in state
Team Absolute |Bhopal

an Swasthya Abhiyan (JSA), an NGO
that works in the health sector, has
demanded an independent probe
into the alleged discrepancy in COVID19 death figures during the second wave
of the pandemic in Madhya Pradesh.
In a letter to the chief minister, secretary and commissioner of health of
Madhya Pradesh, JSA has claimed that
as many as 12,270 COVID-19 deaths
went officially unreported in 20 of the 52
districts in the state during April and
May. The NGO, which is the Indian
regional circle of the global People's
Health Movement (PHM), has based its
analysis on various sources, including
newspapers, social media and other
media agencies. The letter mentions
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that in the two months, 14,695 people
lost their lives due to COVID-19 in the
20 districts, while the official death figure, as per health bulletins of the government, puts the number at 2,425.
Thus, there is a gap of 12,270 deaths that
are either not known to the government
or have not been accounted for under
COVID deaths.
The letter also mentions that data of
the office of Registrar General of India
(RGI) shows that during the months of
April and May, these 20 districts of
Madhya Pradesh reported a total of
1,25,943 deaths, a four to five times rise
compared to the same duration during
previous years. Of these, only 2,425 have
been reported officially as COVID-19
deaths.
The rise in the number of deaths

could not be normal and therefore, the
MP government should come out with
clear information regarding these
deaths, JSA has demanded.

Amulya Nidhi of
JSA while talking to
media persons said
the RGI death figures were accessed
by independent
data journalist
Rukmani S and
shared with the
NGO. According to
the data shared,
39,477 deaths were
reported in 20 districts of MP in April
2021 and 86,466 in
May 2021.
As for the analysis of JSA, the alleged
unreported COVID-19 death figures in
20 districts are as follows: Bhopal
(3,271), Indore (2,778), Agar (1,323),

Jabalpur (1,221), Chhindwara (909),
Mandsaur (761), Vidisha (328), Dewas
(235), Khandwa ( 108), Gwalior (218),
Chhatarpur (203), Bhind (172), Barwani
(166), Seoni (157), Neemuch (116),
Shahdol (77), Ratlam (29), Dhar (20),
Sagar ( 162) and Damoh (16). The JSA
letter said that there have been reports
and instances as well as data that clearly
show that the actual number of COVID19 deaths far exceeded the official figures presented and thus, a probe was
necessary to bring the facts to light.
Through the letter, the Jan Swasthya
Abhiyan has demanded separate independent investigations into all the
deaths in Madhya Pradesh from March
1, 2020 to February 2021, and all the
deaths from March 1, 2021 to June 12,
2021. The organisation has also

demanded that deaths in Covid care
centres, dedicated Covid health centres
and dedicated Covid hospitals should be
made public separately. Also, the deaths
in all the private hospitals in the state
where Covid-19 was treated, hospitalwise and data of all cremation
grounds/cemeteries should be made
public. Data should be compiled and
released on deaths at home during the
entire pandemic. The death figures from
the Office of the Registrar General India
should also be investigated and information about death certificates issued
during this entire pandemic should also
be made public. Akash Tripathi, secretary and commissioner, MP health
department, did not respond to
attempts to contact him over the issue,
till the filing of this report.
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MAHA CAN AGAIN GO UNDER LOCKDOWN 5 held for Mumbai society
Covid
vaccination
fraud
DURING COVID-19 THIRD WAVE : REPORT
It must be realised that these levels are not cast in stone- if the government
feels that the cases are rising in an alarming manner, it will react immediately
and impose stricter measures," a Maharashtra official told a leading daily.

Team Absolute|Mumbai

fter concerns of ‘Delta plus’
variant stoking the third
COVID-19 wave in Maharashtra
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came to the fore, a state department
official said that reintroducing lockdowns in a graded manner might be
a possibility. Aseem Gupta, principal
secretary, state relief and rehabilita-

tion department told The Times of
India, if the COVID-19 caseload rises
during the third wave, the possibility
of reintroducing lockdown cannot be
denied. “It must be realised that

these levels are not cast in stone- if
the government feels that the cases
are rising in an alarming manner, it
will react immediately and impose
stricter measures,” Gupta said.
Meanwhile, the government has
decided to stick with its five-level
unlock plan rolled out earlier. State
public health minister Rajesh Tope
confined that the unlock process will
continue in the state. Earlier, during a
meeting attended by Chief Minister
Uddhav Thackeray on June 16, the
state health department discussing
the possible third wave said, “The
number of active patients could reach
up to eight lakh, while 10 per cent out
of them could be children.” “The
Delta plus variant could stoke a third
wave in Maharashtra. It could spread
at double the rate," an official said.
The meeting was organized to take
stock of preparations to tackle a possible third wave of COVID-19 in the
state. "If we do not follow COVID-19appropriate behaviour, we would be
hit by the third wave before we can
fully recover from the second one,"
Thackeray was quoted as saying.

PMC BANK RESOLUTION

MUMBAI POLICE NAB 2 CRIME SERIAL ACTRESSES FOR THEFT

RBI clears way for

Mumbai: Two actresses who have worked in television shows on crime have landed in the police net for alleged theft of a large sum of money, officials said here on
Friday. They are Surabhi Shrivastav, 25 and Mohsina Shaikh, 19 who have been
seen in episodes of 'Savdhaan India', 'Crime Patrol', and other crime-related
shows on various channels. They were arrested in connection with the theft of Rs
3.28 lakh from the locker of a paying guest in Goregaon east suburb of north-west
Mumbai. Sometime ago, the two women had gone to a friend's home in a posh
building in the Royal Palms area of Aarey Colony which provides accommodation
as paying guests. While staying there as paying guests, they allegedly stole the
cash from the locker of another woman staying there as a PG, and then quickly
left the place. After her loss, the victim lodged a complaint with Aarey Police
Station which probed the case. While scanning the CCTV footage of the society,
the police saw the women decamping from the building. They were picked up and
after sustained grilling admitted to the crime, said a police official. According to
police, the two female actors were going through a financial crisis owing to the
Covid-19 pandemic lockdown that has hit the entertainment industry hard, and
they took the opportunity to make some quick money.

Centrum to set up SFB
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learing the decks for the
takeover of crisis-ridden
Punjab and Maharashtra
Cooperative (PMC) Bank by
Centrum Financial Services, the
Reserve Bank of India has granted
its "in principle" approval to it for
setting up a small finance bank
(SFB). The "in-principle" approval
has been accorded in specific pursuance to Centrum Financial
Services Ltd's offer dated February
1, 2021, in response to the
Expression of Interest notification
dated November 3, 2020, published by the PMC Bank, the RBI
said in a statement on Friday. "The
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has
today decided to grant 'in-principle' approval to Centrum Financial
Services Ltd (the applicant) to set
up a small finance bank under
general 'Guidelines for on tap
Licensing of Small Finance Banks
in the Private Sector' dated
December 5, 2019," it said. The
central bank will consider granting
a licence for commencement of
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banking business under Section 22
(1) of the Banking Regulation Act,
1949, on being satisfied that the
applicant has complied with the
requisite conditions laid down by
the RBI as part of "in principle"
approval. In March, the RBI had
further extended the restrictions
on the bank till June 30. The central bank had then said that the
process of reconstruction will be
commenced as soon as the aforesaid objectives are achieved to the
best possible extent. The PMC
Bank had received binding offers
from certain investors for its reconstruction, in response to the EOI
dated November 3, 2020 floated by
the bank. The RBI and the PMC
Bank are presently engaging with
prospective investors in order to
secure best possible terms for the
depositors and other stakeholders
while ensuring long term viability
of the reconstructed entity, the RBI
had said in March, adding that
given the financial condition of the
PMC Bank, the process is complex
and is likely to take some more
time.

Maharashtra SSC Results

Govt Allows
Teachers, Staff
to Travel via
Local Trains
Mumbai: The Maharashtra government has
allowed teachers and non-teaching staff
involved in the evaluation of Maharashtra
Board’s Secondary School Certificate (SSC)
examinations to travel by local train services.
School Education Minister, Maharashtra Varsha
Gaikwad thanked Chief Minister Udhav
Thackeray and Disaster Management
Department for offering the facility to students.
Traveling by local trains in the state is restricted
due to the COVID-19
pandemic. The
Deputy Director of
Education,
Mumbai will act
as the coordinating officer to collect information
on all these
teachers and nonteaching staff,
arrange level 2 passes,
and distributing them to
teachers and non-teaching staff through the
SMS facility, informed Gaikwad. Earlier the
state government had directed 50 per cent of
teachers currently teaching classes 1 to 9 to
attend schools and deliver lectures online from
campus. All staff and teachers involved in the
evaluation of class 10 or SSC students were also
asked to attend schools. Following the decision,
teachers had asked for priority vaccines as well
as permission to travel through local trains.
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n a major breakthrough, the Mumbai
Police have arrested five persons in connection with the allegedly fraudulent
Covid-19 vaccination drive conducted at a
posh housing society in Kandivali in May end,
a top official said on Friday. The action follows
a complaint lodged by the Hiranandani
Residents Welfare Association of the posh
Hiranandani Heritage Society in Kandivali
west with the local police on Wednesday. The
society management had organised a private
vaccination camp for its residents and inhouse staffers like security personnel, drivers
or domestic helpers on May 30.
Of the 435 flats in three residential towers,
around 390 residents had been inoculated
during the drive that day, but belatedly realized that they may have been cheated.
Additional Commissioner of Police, Mumbai
North Region, Dilip Sawant said that no permission of the BrihanMumbai Municipal
Corporation (BMC) had been taken for the
private vaccination camp conducted at the
society. After the society's complaint, the
police moved swiftly and managed to arrest
five persons -- Mahendra Kuldeep Singh, 39,
Sanjay Gupta, 25, Chandan Singh, 32, Karim
Akber Ali, 21 and Nitin More, 32 -- within 72
hours. "So far, we have picked up five persons,
including four from Mumbai and one from a
railway station at Madhya Pradesh, who is
being brought here for the probe," Sawant
said. The shaken residents said that a facilita-
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Maha farmer faces 'social boycott',
fine for damaging village deity
Team Absolute|Gondia

n a bizarre development, a
farmer has been slapped
with a penalty of Rs 21,000
for allegedly damaging a stone
idol symbolising the village
deity at his farm and also threatened with 'social boycott' if he
failed to cough out the money, a
Gondia police officials said here
on Friday. The incident
occurred on June 9 when the
peasant, Tikaram P. Pardhi was
carrying out the ground levelling work in his farm where the
stone idol got accidentally damaged, enraging the Sitepar village of around 2,600 people,
said Amgaon Police Inspector
Vilas Nale. "Later, the Sitepar
Village Panchayat met, ruled
that the incident had hurt their
religious sentiments and
imposed a fine of Rs 21,000 with
a threat of 'social boycott' if
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Pardhi refused to pay up. Since
this is illegal, we have initiated
action against the concerned
persons there following the victim's complaint," Nale told
IANS. The defiant Pardhi rejected the punishment and countered the diktat by lodging a
complaint with Amgaon Police
Station on Wednesday (June 16)
demanding action against the
village elders, including a Police
Patil. The Investigating Officer
Balraj Lanjewar said that the villagers believe the stone deity is
their 'Kul-Devta' and as per traditions, they kick-off the new
annual crop season during
monsoon by worshipping the
deity which was allegedly damaged by Pardhi in his field. The
village Sarpanch Gopal F.
Meshram claimed that the fine
amount would be used to repair
the stone idol, perform 'puja'
and sacrifice to appease the

deity, and construct a small
temple at the site to prevent any
such accidents in future. Pardhi
said in his police complaint that
he was not financially well-off
and hence could not afford to
pay the fine, after which the
Panchayat warned him of a
'social boycott'. Nale revealed
that besides the Sarpanch
Meshram, eight others, including the village Police Patil, have
been booked under sections of
Maharashtra Prohibition of
People from Social Boycott
(Prevention, Prohibition and
Redressal) Act, 2016 and served
them notices. The accused
include: Police Patil Ulhasrao B.
Bisen, Tekchand D. Madavi,
Rajendra H. Bisen, Pratap L.
Bisen, Yogesh H. Bisen, Puran L.
Bisen, Yadavrao S. Bisen and
Sudhir H. Bisen, and further
investigations are underway,
Nale added.

tor claiming to represent the reputed
Kokilaben Dhirubhai Ambani Hospital
(KDAH) had negotiated to provide 400 vaccine
doses for Rs 1,260 each and around Rs 5 lakh
was paid to him. However, the KDAH management has already denied that the society had
approached them and advised people to be
careful, even as the police and BMC launched
separate investigations. The residents suspected something amiss when they did not
get the Covid Vaccination Certificates (CVC)
immediately after the dose, but some of them
started getting their CVCs in early June, and
none of them reported the usual side-effects
post-vaccination. Sawant said that there were
errors of the vaccination date, timings, and
venue, there was no doctor present which is
mandatory, etc and after the residents
realised that they were duped, they sought
police help. He said that the accused are suspected to have stolen the identities of various
hospitals, and the vaccines were not procured
from any authorised sources, while some
society members are worried about what was
administered to them in the name of vaccines. After the fraud erupted this week, the
Mumbai Police are now probing whether the
same group or other unauthorised persons
have conducted similar illegal vaccination
camps in other housing complexes. The BMC
said that no permission was given to the society for the inoculation and urged the people
to adhere to the civic body's norms and verify
all claims to guard against falling prey to such
fraudsters.

WOMAN, PARAMOUR ARRESTED
FOR KILLING HER HUSBAND IN
MAHARASHTRA'S THANE : POLICE
The woman and her
lover hit her husband
with iron rods and
strangulated him to
death, police officials
said.
Team Absolute|Thane

woman and her paramour have been arrested along with one
more person at Dombivli in
Thane district of Maharashtra
for allegedly killing her husband, police said on Friday.
They were arrested by the
Kalyan crime branch unit of
Thane police. "On June 4, a
report had been filed at
Manpada police station
about one Pravin Patil (30)
going missing from
Manpadagaon in Dombivli,"
senior inspector of Kalyan
crime unit, Sanju John, said.
The crime branch officials
began a probe and checked
the mobile phones of the
man's wife and relatives, he
said. "His wife, Laxmi Patil,
was interrogated. However,
she gave evasive answers and
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incorrect information about
where her husband was on
June 1 and 2. Police found
that the woman had contacted Arvind alias Mari
Ravindra Ram and Sunny
Kumar Ramanand Sagar on
those two days. Accordingly,
they were called for questioning," he said. During their
interrogation, it came to light
that the woman was haveing
an affair with Arvind, which
her husband had come to
know about. Therefore, she
decided to eliminate him. As
part of the plan, she took her
husband to Arvind's house
on June 2 midnight, where
they beat him with iron rods
and strangulated him to
death. The third accused also
helped them in the crime, the
official said. Later, they
dumped the body in a culvert
at Shelu village in neighbouring Raigad district, he added.
After the offence came to
light, the accused showed the
spot where they had dumped
the body. The body was
recovered on June 16, and a
murder case was registered
against the trio.

Physical Activity Aids Cognitive
COVID-19: OVER HALF CRORE
Development in Children PEOPLE
IN MAHARASHTRA FULLY
Team Absolute|Mumbai

ovid-19 has forced all of
us, including the children, to completely
change our lifestyles. This
change of lifestyle has affected
the children the most with lesser amounts of physical activities and movement compared
to the pre-covid times.
According to UNICEF, since
January 2020, over 7,100 children and adolescents died
from Covid-19. Moreover, the
recent National Family Health
Survey, which was conducted
in the pre-covid time, observed
an increase in obesity among
children in 20 out of the 22
states. Several healthcare
experts believe that this trend
of obesity among children is
expected to worsen in the wake
of the current pandemic due to
the lack of adequate physical
activities and unhealthy eating
habits. Additionally, it has also
been observed that children
and adolescents are susceptible to stress and anxiety
because of the disruptions
brought upon in their daily
lives due to Covid-19.
The likely emergence of a
possible third Covid wave
along with the absence of vac-
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cine for children in India has
had the parents worried about
their child’s health and safety
for quite some time. Keeping in
mind the importance of maintaining health and fitness
among children, Sportz Village
organized a webinar, titled,
“Building Children’s Immunity
to Fight Covid-19”, on June
17th, 2021. The webinar
focused on communicating the
need for children to boost their
immunity along with providing
guidance to schools and parents on how they can help chil-

dren in keeping active, healthy,
and safe. The webinar was
attended by 340 attendees.
Keynote speakers of the
webinar were Dr. Aruna
Jagdish, MBBS, DCH
Pediatrician, Bangalore,
Anagha Pandit, Clinical
Psychologist and Therapist,
Bangalore, and KVS Seshasai,
CEO EuroKids & Kangaroo
Kids Pre-School. The webinar
was moderated by Krish
Iyengar, Head, Sportz Village
Schools. In the webinar, Dr.
Aruna shed light upon the

importance of boosting immunity not only in children but in
the entire family. She stressed
upon the fact that consuming
nutritious meals and aiming to
become lean should be the
mission of the entire family.
She also emphasized on the
importance on maintaining
Covid safety protocols and
urged parents and grandparents to get vaccinated and
avoid getting infected. Anagha
Pandit stressed upon the
importance of mental health.
Moreover, she elaborated on
the psychological impact of
lockdown in terms of isolation
and social deprivation. She
strongly recommended making home a child’s new playground and advised parents to
involve their children in a few
age-appropriate household
chores as a means of family
bonding and getting some
physical activity in children.
KVS Seshasai, an expert in
the educational field, laid
emphasis on maintaining the
all-round development of children in the virtual way as well.
He also mentioned the importance of taking this time to
teach the children the fundamental sports skills and developing muscle strength in them.

VACCINATED IN FIVE MONTHS
Team Absolute|Mumbai

ore than half a crore
people in
Maharashtra have
become fully vaccinated
against coronavirus over the
last five months as they have
been administered both the
doses of vaccines, a report by
the state health
department has
revealed. A total of
53,72,219 people
have got both the
doses till now, it
said. As per the
Election
Commission
ofIndia's data shared ahead
of 2019 Assembly polls, there
are a total of nine crore people in Maharashtra who are
above 18 years of age.
Considering that, the state
has been able to vaccinate
slightly over five per cent
population in the last five
months. The nationwide vaccination drive began on
January 16 this year. Health
Minister Rajesh Tope has
several times claimed that
the state has an installed
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capacity of inoculating eight
lakh people on a daily basis.
However, the data revealed
that the state has managed to
administer average two lakh
doses daily. Of the fully vaccinated people, 34,99,679 are
from the above-45 age group
category, followed by
8,47,938 frontline workers,

8,05,318 health care workers
and 2,19,284 under-45 age
group, the report said. A total
of 1,55,11,585 people from
above-45 age group have
received the first dose, while
as many as 12,38,085 health
care workers have got the first
jab. The health department
inoculated 20,20,542 front
line workers with the first
dose and in the under-45 age
group, 27,81,117 people have
received the first dose, the
report said.
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Suicide
Worldwide
ne in a hundred deaths globally can
directly be attributed to suicide, the
World Health Organization (WHO)
said, arguing that the Covid-19 pandemic has
increased factors for suicide worldwide. In
2019, more than 700,000 people died of suicide, one in 100 deaths, which was more than
HIV, malaria, wars or homicide, the world
body said in a statement issued on Thursday.
The same year, prior to the global pandemic,
the global suicide rate was decreasing everywhere, the WHO declared, with exception of
the Americas region that saw increases of 17
per cent. Among young people aged 15-29, suicide was the fourth leading cause of death
after road injury, tuberculosis and interpersonal violence. According to the WHO, more
than twice as many males die due to suicide as
females (12.6 per 100 000 males compared
with 5.4 per 100 000 females). Suicide rates
among men are generally higher in highincome countries (16.5 per 100 000). For
females, the highest suicide rates are found in
lower-middle-income countries (7.1 per 100
000). Suicide rates in the WHO African (11.2
per 100 000), European (10.5 per 100 000) and
South-East Asia (10.2 per 100 000) regions
were higher than the global average (9.0 per
100 000) in 2019. The lowest suicide rate was
in the Eastern Mediterranean region (6.4 per
100 000). The spread of the coronavirus has
caused turmoil in societies, increasing factors
of suicide globally, WHO Director-General
Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus noted. The
WHO announced series of guidance, under the
name 'LIVE LIFE', to improve suicide prevention. The role of media was emphasized by the
WHO that declared that many reports of suicide, especially if they described the methods
used or focused on celebrities, could increase
risks of so-called "copycat suicides".
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CHINA THREATENS TAIWAN AND
THE DEMOCRATIC WORLD
Rahul Kumar
Just a day after 28 Chinese military
aircraft flew into Taiwan's air defence
identification zone (ADIZ), said to be
the largest ever incursion into the tiny
island nation, China followed it up
with a threat to the world at large.
The intrusion over the Taiwanese
ADIZ on Tuesday followed a critical
communique by the G7 countries on
Sunday which criticised China for
abuses of Muslim minorities in
Xinjiang and termination of human
rights in Hong Kong. The G7 statement
said: "We will promote our values,
including by calling on China to
respect human rights and fundamental freedoms". The G7 nations also
called upon China to find a peaceful
resolution to the vexed Taiwan issue-while Taiwan sees itself as a sovereign
nation, China treats the country as a
breakaway province under its One
China Policy (OCP).
Speaking with India Narrative, Dr
Jagannath Panda, Research Fellow and
Coordinator of the East-Asia Centre at
the MP-IDSA, New Delhi says:
"Occupation of Taiwan is becoming a
prestige issue for the Chinese
Communist Party. Building pressure
on Taiwan and making it realise that its
future is with "mainland China" is a
deliberate Chinese strategy".
He adds: "Taiwan has been under
China's 'gray zone' warfare tactics
including frequent aircraft forays, maritime exercises and patrols, cyberattacks and diplomatic isolation for a
long time. The recent Chinese air
incursion is a part of that".
Beijing responded angrily to the G7
statement saying that the G7 countries
are indulging in "political manipulation". On Tuesday, Chinese Foreign
Ministry spokesperson Zhao Lijian
said the G7 was deliberately "interfering in China's internal affairs. China's
determination to safeguard national
sovereignty, security and development
interests is unwavering", he said.
The communist nation followed up
the G7 statement with the biggest-ever
intimidation of Taiwan. The Taiwan
government said that Tuesday's incur-

sion included fighter jets, bombers,
anti-submarine and early warning aircraft. Taipei added that this violation of
the Taiwanese territory was the largest,
surpassing one that happened on April
12 with 25 planes. According to Taipei,
the Chinese mission included 14 J-16,
six J-11 fighters, four nuclear capable
H-6 bombers as well as anti-submarine, electronic warfare and early
warning aircraft. Panda views this
show of strength as a bid by, "Chinese
President Xi Jinping to make Beijing's
stand steadfastly clear: the unification
of Taiwan with mainland China is
inevitable, and if situation escalates,
the use of force to achieve the same
should not be ruled out. Hence, there
is now a real concern that China is
moving away from merely 'theoretical
talk' about enforcing unification with
Taiwan to actually contemplating and
planning military action". A Reuters
report said the show of strength happened on the same day as the US aircraft carrier Ronald Reagan entered
the South China Sea. Experts construe
the Chinese flypast as a warning to the
US forces in the region. China's hostile
action towards Taiwan did not go
unnoticed. Identifying the strong
Chinese threat to other nations,
Republican politician Nikki Haley said
the US must act "strongly" against
China. On Wednesday, she said that if
Beijing takes control of Taiwan, it
would be emboldened to seize other
territories. Haley, a former US ambassador to the UN, said: "And if we don't
boycott, if we don't do something to
really call them out, mark my words:
Taiwan is next. And if they take

Taiwan, it's all over, because they will
think that gives them free rein to grab
any territory, not in the region, but
anywhere they want to go".
Defending its action in Taiwan, an
article in the State-managed news outlet, Global Times said: "The Chinese
People's Liberation Army (PLA)
reportedly dispatched on Tuesday a
record-breaking fleet of warplanes to
conduct an exercise surrounding the
island of Taiwan, with analysts saying
on Wednesday that the drill indicated
a stronger control over the Taiwan
Straits by the PLA, and sent a strong
signal to the Taiwan secessionists and
their Western supporters following
recent provocations, as well as to the
activity by a US aircraft carrier near the
region."
In the last more than one year,
almost coinciding with the spread of
the Covid-19 virus that originated in
China, Beijing has been involved in
numerous disputes with its neighbours. It has regularly carried out
intimidating flights around Taiwan
coupled with statements that it would
seize Taiwan by force. Coast to coast,
the distance across the Taiwan Strait is
approximately 180 km between the
two politically-divergent nations.
Among other hostilities that China
carried out over the last one year
include incursion into northern India
in Ladakh, invading the South China
Sea with maritime militia and even
sending out its navy and air force close
to Japanese territory.
(This content is being carried
under an arrangement with indianarrative.com)

Nadella, Pichai boost
Indian tech prowess
on world map
t was Sundar Pichai who
created a splash on the
global tech map when
Larry Page and Sergey Brin
decided in 2019 that Alphabet
and Google no longer need
two CEOs and a President, and
going forward, Pichai will be
the CEO of both Google and
Alphabet. With Microsoft now
electing CEO Satya Nadella as
also the Chairman -- a first in
two decades after the legendary Bill Gates, who has
now retired from both the
positions -- the Pichai-Nadella
duo is now the flag bearer of a
talent powerhouse, as new
faces join the high-profile
league of businesses led by
Indian-origin tech honchos. "I
first met Larry and Sergey back
in 2004 and have been benefiting from their guidance and
insights ever since. The good
news is I'll continue to work
with them -- although in different roles for them and me.
They'll still be around to advise
as board members and cofounders," Pichai wrote in
2019. Pichai had said that this
transition won't affect the
Alphabet structure or the
work. "I will continue to be
very focused on Google and
the deep work we're doing to
push the boundaries of computing and build a more helpful Google for everyone. At the
same time, I'm excited about
Alphabet and its long-term
focus on tackling big challenges through technology," he
had emphasised.
Born in Madras (now
Chennai), Pichai earned his
degree from IIT Kharagpur in
metallurgical engineering.
After an illustrious career,
Pichai became the CEO of
Google on August 10, 2015.
Nadella was born in
Hyderabad (present-day
Telangana) and earned bache-
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N. Korea should be ready for
dialogue with US : Kim Jong-un
Seoul|Agencies

orth Korean leader Kim
Jong-un said that the
country should be
ready for a dialogue, as well as
a confrontation with the US,
state media reported on
Friday. This is the first time
Kim has spoken of the US
since President Joe Biden took
office in January, the Seoulbased Yonhap news Agency
reported. During a key
Workers' Party meeting, Kim
"made detailed analysis of the
policy tendency of the newly
emerged US administration
toward our Republic and clarified appropriate strategic and
tactical counteraction and the
direction of activities to be
maintained in the relations
with the U.S. in the days
ahead", Pyongyang's official
Korean Central News Agency
(KCNA) said in a report. "The

N

'US-TURKEY AGREES ON
KABUL AIRPORT, S-400 ISSUE
REMAINS UNRESOLVED'
Washington|Agencies

S President Joe Biden
and his Turkish counterpart, Recep Tayyip
Erdogan, agreed earlier this
week that Ankara would
play a leading role in securing the Kabul airport, but
the two sides remain divided over the issue of S-400 air
defence systems, National
Security Adviser Jake
Sullivan said here. Biden on
Monday had his first faceto-face meeting with
Erdogan after taking office
on the sidelines of the NATO
summit, reports Xinhua
news agency. Sullivan told
reporters in a briefing on
Thursday that the two lead-

U

ers had a detailed discussion of a potential Turkish
mission to protect the airport following the withdrawal of NATO forces from
Afghanistan. "The clear
commitment from the leaders was established that
Turkey would play a lead
role in securing Hamid
Karzai International Airport,
and we are now working
through how to execute
against that," he added.
Sullivan said Biden committed to providing the support
that Turkey needed to fulfill
that task. The two leaders
made no progress on the
issue of Turkey's acquisition
of Russian S-400 air defence
system, Sullivan noted. "On

the S-400, they discussed it.
There was not a resolution
of the issue," he said. "There
was a commitment to continue the dialogue on the S400, and the two teams will
be following up on that
coming out of the meeting."
Russia and Turkey finalised
the S-400 air defense system
deal worth about $2.5 billion
dollars in 2017, and the
delivery was completed in
2019. Turkey is the first
NATO member to purchase
such a system from Russia.
In response, the US suspended Turkey's involvement in the F-35 fighter jet
program and imposed a
series of sanctions against
Ankara.

1 dead, 12 injured in multiple
Arizona shootings
Washington|Agencies
One person was killed and 12 others were
injured in a series of shootings in several
places in the Phoenix metropolitan area in
the US state of Arizona, police said, adding
that the suspect has been arrested.
According to Peoria Police Department,
which led the investigation, the shootings
took place on Thursday at eight locations
throughout the West Valley cities in the
Phoenix metropolitan area and lasted over
an hour, reports Xinhua news agency. Four of
the 13 victims injured in the incidents were
struck by a bullet and nine others were

injured but not shot, Brandon Sheffert, a
spokesperson for Peoria Police Department
said in a briefing. He said that the suspect
was found during a traffic stop in the city of
Surprise, where the suspect surrendered to
policemen without incident. So far, police
was still investigating the suspect's motive.
A spokesperson for Banner Health told local
ABC15 news channel that they received a
total of nine patients at three of their hospitals related to the shootings, which they
referred to as a drive-by shooting incident.
Both Peoria and Surprise are major suburbs
of Phoenix. The two cities are 15 km apart.

General Secretary stressed the
need to get prepared for both
dialogue and confrontation,
especially to get fully prepared
for confrontation in order to
protect the dignity of our state
and its interests for independent development and to reliably guarantee the peaceful
environment and the security
of our state," it said. Kim also
called for "sharply and
promptly reacting to and cop-

EX-JAPAN JUSTICE
MINISTER JAILED FOR
VOTE BUYING
Tokyo: Former Japanese Justice Minister
Katsuyuki Kawai was sentenced to three
years in prison on Friday for buying votes
with the intention of securing a seat for his
wife in an upper house election in 2019.
The 58-year-old former lawmaker was also
fined 1.3 million yen ($11,800) by the Tokyo
District Court, Xinhua news agency. A fouryear jail term and 1.5 million yen fine for
Kawai breaking the country's election law
was being sought by prosecutors. Kawai
handed out a total of about 29 million yen
to 100 local politicians and supporters. In
March, Kawai pleaded guilty. Kawai and his
wife Anri, who won the race to become an
upper house lawmaker, were indicted in
July 2020 on charges of violating the
nation's election law by buying votes in the
2019 campaign. According to the indictment, Kawai, who once served as former
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe's special adviser
for foreign affairs, handed out a total of
about 29 million yen to 100 local politicians
and supporters in return for their efforts to
secure votes for his wife. Most of the 100
people questioned by prosecutors have
admitted to receiving the cash. The ruling
Liberal Democratic Party had injected an
unusually large amount of 150 million yen
into Kawai's camp during the campaign.
Anri Kawai was sentenced to 16 months in
prison, suspended for five years, for conspiring with her husband.
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ing with the fast-changing situation and concentrating efforts
on taking stable control of the
situation on the Korean peninsula", the KCNA added. The
Biden administration has
recently completed its
months-long review of its
North Korean policy and said
it would pursue a "calibrated,
practical approach" toward the
goal of the complete denuclearization of the Peninsula.
South Korean President Moon
Jae-in and Biden met at a bilateral summit last month and
agreed to pursue diplomacy to
resolve the North's nuclear
issue. Kim's message also
comes as the new US special
representative for North Korea,
Sung Kim, is set to travel to
Seoul later this week for trilateral talks with his South
Korean and Japanese counterparts, reports Yonhap News
Agency.

lor's degree in electrical engineering from the Manipal
Institute of Technology in
Karnataka. "I always knew I
wanted to build things," he
once said. On February 4, 2014,
he was announced as the new
CEO of Microsoft, the third
CEO in the company's history
following Bill Gates and Steve
Ballmer. As Microsoft
Chairman, Nadella will lead
the work to set the agenda for
the board, leveraging his deep
understanding of the business
to elevate the right strategic
opportunities and identify the
key risks and mitigation
approaches for the board's
review. Under Nadella's leadership, Microsoft has become
one of the most valuable companies in the world, riding on
its growing Azure Cloud,
Microsoft 365 and enterprise
communication businesses
(including Teams). Microsoft
reported a strong growth of
$41.7 billion in sales (up 19 per
cent year-over-year) and $15.5
billion in net income for the
quarter ended March 31, 2021.
The biggest growth engine was
its Azure Cloud division that
saw $15.1 billion in revenue, a
23 per cent year-over-year
increase. "Over a year into the
pandemic, digital adoption
curves aren't slowing down.
They're accelerating, and it's
just the beginning. We are
building the cloud for the next
decade, expanding our
addressable market and innovating across every layer of the
tech stack to help our customers be resilient and transform," Nadella had said.
Driven by online work and
learning amid the ongoing
pandemic, Microsoft Teams
now have 145 million daily
active users globally, almost
double the numbers a year
ago.

international
S Korean nuclear research
institute potentially
hacked : Ministry
Seoul: South Korea's science ministry said on Friday it
is investigating a potential hack into a state-run
nuclear research institute after its internal network
was breached last month. A Ministry of Science and
ICT official said the Korea
The ministry
Atomic Energy Research
Institute's network was
said the
breached multiple times
institute has
between May 14-31. The
since taken
ministry said the institute
security
has since taken security
measures, such as halting measures, such
its virtual private network as halting its
and blocking the attackvirtual private
er's internet protocol
network and
address, reports Yonhap
news agency. Lawmaker
blocking the
Ha Tae-keung of the main attacker's
opposition People Power
intenet
Party said in a Facebook
post earlier in the day that protocol address
the institute was the target
of a cyberattack on May 14 by a hacker group suspected to be associated with a North Korean intelligence
agency. The science ministry said in a statement that it
was currently examining the extent of the hacking incident and the source of the attack.

Fighting reported in 200 Afghan areas
Kabul|Agencies

ighting between the Afghan
National Security and
Defence Forces (ANDSF) and
the Taliban were reported across
200 areas in 24 hours amid escalating violence in the war-torn country, official data revealed. The
Defence Ministry on Thursday
claimed that 148 Taliban fighters
were killed in the fighting with
Afghan security forces, and more
than 160 others were wounded,
reports TOLO NEws. Meanwhile,
the Taliban claimed to have killed
over 50 security force members and
wounded dozens more. The militant group, which has stepped up
activities and captured over a
dozen districts since the withdraw-
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al of the US-led forces from
Afghanistan on May 1, also claimed
that they seized two military bases
in Shinkai district, Zabul province,
and Bagahwi village of Sar-e-Pul
province. Over the past two
months, the government has lost 30
districts to the Taliban, which

makes up 8 per cent of the country.
Previously, 210 districts, which
makes up 54 per cent of the entire
territory in Afghanistan, were
under the control of the government, 132 districts are contested
and 46 districts were under Taliban
control.

Indian-origin Judge nominated to Canada SC
Toronto: Indian-origin Justice Mahmud Jamal has
become the first non-white person to be nominated
to the Supreme Court of Canada. He has been elevated from the Court of Appeal for Ontario where he has
served since 2019. Justice Jamal was born in 1967 in
Nairobi where his family had migrated from India a
generation earlier. The family later moved to the UK
in 1969. He came to Canada in 1981 with his family
and studied at the University of Toronto for his degree
before going to McGill University and then Yale

University to study law. "I am pleased to announce
the nomination of Justice Mahmud Jamal to the
Supreme Court of Canada. Respected around the
world, Canada's Supreme Court is known for its
strength, independence, and judicial excellence,"
Prime Minister Trudeau said while nominating
Justice Jamal to the apex court. "Justice Jamal, with his
exceptional legal and academic experience and dedication to serving others, will be a valuable asset to our
country's highest court."

hollywood
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CHRISSY TEIGEN 'WANTS AN INTERVIEW WITH
OPRAH WINFREY TO SAVE HER REPUTATION'
Los Angeles | Agencies

hrissy Teigen reportedly wants to do an interview with Oprah Winfrey 'to save her reputation.' The potential sit-down comes after new claims she bullied designer, Michael
Costello. Sources told The Naughty But Nice podcast of Chrissy's strategy: "Chrissy is being
advised to go into hiding and lay low. She is being told that all this will pass if she shuts up and does
nothing. "However, that isn't her style which is why Chrissy is in talks with Oprah to do a Meghan Markle
sit-down type interview and tell her truth. "Chrissy is a fighter and believes that she is such an excellent
communicator that there isn't a mess she can't talk her way out of!" Sources add Chrissy's husband John
Legend is "much more cautious than his wife" but will support her with whatever she wants to do.
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KATIE
PRICE POSTS GUSHING
TRIBUTE TO FIANCE CARL
Los Angeles | Agencies

atie Price let fiancé Carl Woods know just how much she loves him as they celebrated
their first anniversary together in Turkey. The 43-year-old made a montage of 42 of her
favourite photos with Carl and shared them on
Instagram. She wrote, "1 year anniversary with my
world @carljwoods absolutely perfect and love
him so much Thankyou Ruby @the.pricey for
doing this video I asked you to do." The snaps
were taken on dates and holidays including their
trips to the Maldives and Turkey last summer
where Katie injured both her feet in a horrific
accident. Carl shared a loved-up pic of the
pair in front of a delicious board of
food and said: "1 year today almost
to the hour, you flipped my world
360. I love you always. Happy
Anniversary dolly @katieprice."
The couple went on their first
date after the first lockdown
and have been inseparable
ever since. Earlier this year
Carl proposed, and the
pair have been vocal in
their desire for a baby
together.

K
CORONATION STREET, EASTENDERS,
EMMERDALE ALL CANCELLED
TONIGHT DUE TO EURO 2021
Los Angeles | Agencies

oronation Street,
EastEnders and
Emmerdale have all
been cancelled tonight as
football continues to cause
chaos for soaps schedules.
The Euro 2021 tournament
has meant the big three
soaps no longer air in their
traditional slots - instead fitting in around the matches.
And tonight it means all

C

the soaps have been moved
from their slots - with none
airing.
However, fans can watch
all episodes from this week
on ITVHub and BBC iPlayer so they don't fall behind.
Emmerdale and Corrie will
air an extra episode each on
Sunday night, whereas
EastEnders broadcast
tonight's edition on
Wednesday. EastEnders producer Jon Sen explained,

"Giving EastEnders viewers
the ability to decide when
they drop in on all things
Albert Square is something
we're excited about."
"With the inevitable scheduling changes due to the
Euros, something we'll be
celebrating in Walford onscreen, box setting all four
episodes will ensure everyone gets their dose of drama
and football fans won't miss
out," he added.

DIRECTOR KATE HERRON REVEALS WHAT DREW HER TO 'LOKI'
Los Angeles | Agencies

irector Kate Herron has
opened up about what drew
her to the story of "Loki", the
God of Mischief. She says when she
first got the script it was a really big,
ambitious sci-fi story. In disguise,
however, it had another story going
on.
"What I really loved about the
story when I first got the script was
that it was this really big, ambitious

D

sci-fi story. But, in disguise, it had
another story going on. That's definitely what drew me in," Herron said.
She added Loki, played by Tom
Hiddleston, has one of the best arcs
as a character across the marvel
Cinematic Universe.
"In terms of Loki, what a treat
because he has had one of the best
arcs, I think, across the MCU, and
we've seen him change so much over
a decade. The exciting thing as a storyteller was to go back to where we

Los Angeles | Agencies

see the him in 'Avengers', and he is a
completely different guy to the person that we have seen in the recent
movies," she said.
Herron added: "What really excited me was that he still has all this
road to travel."
"Loki" also stars Owen Wilson,
GuguMbatha-Raw, Sophia Di
Martino, WunmiMosaku and
Richard E. Grant. It airs on Disney+
Hotstar Premium and in Hindi on
Disney+ Hotstar VIP.

ABSOLUTE PIC OF THE DAY

ngelina Jolie is "reconnecting" with her
ex-husband and "first love" Jonny Lee
Miller - who spent time with two of her
sons on her recent trip to New York, The Sun can
exclusively reveal.
The 46-year-old actress, who has been in a
years-long court battle with ex Brad Pitt,
was pictured visiting Miller at his apartment in the Big Apple last week,
clutching an expensive bottle of wine.
Following the shocking reunion, new
photographs show the Hollywood star
returning for a SECOND hangout with
her ex, along with
son Pax, 17.
The
Sun

A

Natalie Imbruglia is returning
to music as she announced
new album entitled Firebird
Los Angeles | Agencies

atalie Imbruglia has announced she's making a comeback with
her sixth record Firebird. Australian Natalie's new offering will
drop on September 24, her first since 2015's Male and fans can
pre-order her new release from midnight on Friday.
The star wrote on Instagram: 'I am beyond excited to share that my
new album Firebird will be out September 24th and you can pre-order
it TONIGHT at MIDNIGHT around the world!
The Torn hitmaker feels 'incredibly proud' of her comeback record.
She added, 'I am incredibly proud of this new album and I can't wait
for you all to hear it! I hope you love it as much as I do.'
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can
also
reveal
Jonny has
spent time with
Angelina's son, 12year-old Knox, during the trip and sources say he
has always held a "special place" in Angelina's
heart.
An insider spilled, "On her first evening with
Jonny, Angelina only took Knox along, and they got
on like a house on fire.
Angelina and Jonny first met on the set of their
movie Hackers in 1995 and were later married for
three years."
Jonny has remained close with the actress over
the years, and even attended the premiere for her
film In The Land of Blood and Honey in 2011.
The actress was supported at the Los Angeles event by ex Brad, the
dad of her six children, while Jonny was accompanied by his then-wife, Michele Hicks.
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WOMEN'S TEST: SHAFALI SAVES INDIA
FROM SLIPPING ON RAINY DAY
Bristol |Agencies

pener Shafali Verma on
Friday once again led
from the front with an
aggressive rear-guard,
unbeaten 55 as the Indian
women's team ended the
rain-affected third day of the
one-off Test at 83 for one
wicket after host England
asked them to follow on. No
play was possible after tea
due to rain. Despite the effort
of 17-year-old Shafali (68
balls, 11x4s), who had made
96 in first innings, India still
trail England by 82 runs.
Deepti Sharma (batting 18 off
66 balls, 2x4s), promoted to
No. 3, was at the crease with
her at the end of the penultimate day of the match.
India lost the wicket of
Smriti Mandhana early in second innings. The left-hander
fell to pace bowler Katherine
Brunt for a 13-ball eight.
However, Shafali, who has
already hit 11 fours in her second innings, and Deepti have
so far added unbeaten 54 for
the second wicket.
Earlier, left-arm spinner
Sophie Ecclestone's four for
88 helped England women

O

dismiss Indian women for 231
and take a 165-run lead on
first innings.
India, who had got off to a
strong start with a 167-run
stand between Shafali Verma
(96) and Smriti Mandhana
(78), lost track late on the second day on Thursday as they
lost five wickets for 16 runs to
finish the day at 187 for five.
The third morning session
did not bring any luck or
resistance from India as they
lost both Harmanpreet Kaur
and Taniya Bhatia without the
addition of any score. At
197/8 after the fall of Sneh
Rana, it looked like India
would not reach even 200.
However, Pooja Vastrakar and
Deepti Sharma added 33 for
the ninth wicket to avoi further embarrassment. Skipper
Heather Knight took two
wickets for seven runs with
her off-spin. Altogether, six of
India's wickets fell to spin.
Brief scores (Stumps, Day
3): England women 396/9
declared; Indian women 231
all out (S Verma 96, S
Mandhana 78, S Ecclestone
4/88) and 83/1 (S Verma 55
batting, Deepti Sharma 18
batting).

he International Cricket
Council (ICC), through its
'Cricket for Good initiative', has launched a fundraising
campaign to support UNICEF's
emergency Covid-19 response
in South Asia. The campaign was launched ahead of the inaugural World Test Championship (WTC) final being played
between India and New Zealand in Southampton from Friday.
The world cricket governing body said in a statement that,
"ICC's support to UNICEF at this critical time will harness the
power and reach of cricket, one of the world's most popular
sports, to safeguard the lives and futures of children. "As part
of the campaign, ICC will leverage its audience base on its digital channels to contribute to UNICEF. ICC with UNICEF shall
display joint appeals on its digital platforms, LED perimeter
boards and replay screens at the venue, for its broadcast audiences to donate directly to UNICEF's donation platform."
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s Neymar narrows the gap with
Pele, the all-time top scorer of
the Brazilian team hailed the
PSG striker's extraordinary performance in Copa America on social
media. Based on FIFA records, Pele sits first for Team Brazil
with 77 goals. Neymar cut the gap to nine after helping Brazil
beat Peru 4-0 in a Copa America match on Thursday. "Every
time I see this boy, he is smiling. It is impossible not to smile
back. It is contagious. I, like many Brazilians, am always happy
when I see him playing soccer," wrote Pele on social media
with a picture of him and Neymar together taken at the Santos
Football Club, reports Xinhua. Pele expressed joy at seeing the
29-year-old approach his record for Brazil. "Today, he took
another step towards my goalscoring record for the Selecao.
And I am rooting for him to get there, with the same joy I've
had since I saw him play for the first time." Neymar was
named man of the match following Brazil's victory and was
quite emotional in the post-match interview.
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Euro Cup: Perisic leveller led Croatia draws 1-1
with Czech Republic; Sweden beat Slovakia 1-0
Glasgow |Agencies

he Czech Republic closed in on the
Euro 2020 knockouts on Friday as
Patrik Schick's first-half penalty
helped them secure a 1-1 draw with
Croatia. Schick, who took his tally for the
tournament to three, picked himself off
the turf and wiped blood from his nose
before burying a 37th minute spot kick,
awarded after Dejan Lovren's flailing
elbow clattered into the striker's face.
That was not enough to secure victory, however, as Ivan Perisic's superb leveller shortly after the break gave Croatia
renewed hope of making it through.
For Croatia, who have one point, the
situation is more pressing. They face
Scotland at Hampden Park in their final
outing knowing defeat would end their

T
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(BCCI)also tweeted the information,
"UPDATE - Unfortunately, play on Day 1

NAOMI OSAKA WITHDRAWS
FROM WIMBLEDON
London |Agencies

has been called off due to rains. 10.30 AM
local time start tomorrow."

campaign, while victory would put them
in a good position to reach the knockouts. On the other hand Sweden overcame a poor first half to claim a vital 1-0
win against Slovakia in Euro 2020 here
on Friday.

India can still change their XI
since toss hasn't taken place
Southampton |Agencies

our-time Grand Slam
champion and world No. 2
Naomi Osaka of Japan has
withdrawn from the Wimbledon
commencing on June 28. The
23-year-old has, however, confirmed on Friday that she would
compete at the Tokyo Olympics
beginning on July 23.
"Naomi won't be playing
Wimbledon this year," the All
England Club said in a statement. "She is taking some personal time with friends and family. She will be ready for the
Olympics and is excited to play in front of her home fans."
Naomi, the winner of two Australian Open and US Open titles
each, had withdrawn from the 2021 French Open after her
first-round win, saying that she had "suffered long bouts of
depression since the US Open in 2018" and that she gets "huge
waves of anxiety ". "Naomi Osaka will be greatly missed by all
of us at Wimbledon this year, but we completely understand
her decision. We wish her a happy time with her friends and
family and look forward to welcoming her back to Wimbledon
next year," the All England Club said.

lthough India have already
announced their playing XI for the
World Test Championship (WTC)
final against New Zealand through its
twitter handle on Thursday, the management can still make changes if it feels
incessant rain has made ground and
pitch conditions unsuitable for the team
named.
The team can be changed until its
nomination at the toss. And since the
toss for the WTC final is yet to take
place, both teams can tweak their starting XIs if they decide to tweak their strategy following rains.
It will be interesting to see if India rest
one of the two spinners - R Ashwin and
RavindraJadeja - and bring in a pace
bowler taking into regard the windy and
wet conditions at Southampton Bowl.
At the time of the toss, both teams
exchange team sheets and after that no
player can be changed unless there has
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to be substitution for either concussion
or Covid-19.
Rule 1.2.1 of the playing conditions of
WTC final states, "Each captain shall
nominate 11 players plus a maximum of
4 substitute fielders in writing on the
team sheet provided by ICC. Other than
as set out in clauses 1.2.7 and 1.2.8, no

player (member of the playing eleven)
may be changed after the nomination
without the consent of the opposing
captain. Immediately prior to the toss,
the ICC Match Referee or his nominee
shall check with both team captains that
the players nominated on the team
sheets are correct."

16-member men's hockey squad for Olympics announced
Team Absolute|Bengaluru

16-member men's hockey
squad for Tokyo 2020 was
announced on Friday, with
Hockey India (HI) including as
many as 10 Olympic debutants in
the squad.
Continuing with their third stint,
goalkeeper PR Sreejesh and midfielder Manpreet Singh will bring in
"critical experience" to the team,
alongside other Olympic veterans,
such as Harmanpreet Singh,
Rupinder Pal Singh, Surender Kumar
and Mandeep Singh, said Hockey
India in a statement.
After missing the 2016 Rio
Olympics due to a knee injury,
defender BirendraLakra is back in
the squad for Tokyo 2020. Also joining the team are, Amit Rohidas,

Dubai |Agencies

Rio de Janeiro |Agencies

Southampton |Agencies
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ICC to partner UNICEF in
fundraiser for Covid relief

Pele hails Neymar's countdown
to his goal record

WTC final: First day's play
called off due to rain
he first day's play of the World Test
Championship final between India
and New Zealand at the
Hampshire Bowl here has been called
off due to incessant rain. The match can
still be a five-day affair since there is a
reserve day on June 23.
"Day 1 has been called at the
Hampshire Bowl. A brief period without
rain after lunch but it's back now and
the Match Officials have called things. 98
overs now scheduled for tomorrow with
a 10-30am local start. #WTC21," tweeted
New Zealand Cricket on Friday.
Earlier, the umpires had decided to
inspect the field at 7.30 pm IST on Friday.
The Board of Control for Cricket in India
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Hardik Singh, VivekSagar Prasad,
Nilakanta Sharma, Sumit and debutant forwards, Shamsher Singh,
Dilpreet Singh, Gurjant Singh and
Lalit Kumar Upadhyay.

Chief coach Graham Reid said, "It
has not been an easy process to
make the final selection of 16 players
as there is a lot of quality and ambition in this group of players. The per-

formance levels of all the athletes are
at an optimum level and more
importantly they work well together." The Indian men's hockey team
has won 11 Olympic medals,
includes eight gold, one silver and
two bronze. However, it has been 41
years since the team last won an
Olympic medal.
The tournament takes place from
July 23 to August 5 in Tokyo.
List of selected players: PR
Sreejesh (Goalkeepers), Defenders:
Harmanpreet Singh, Rupinder Pal
Singh, Surender Singh, Amit
Rohidas, BirendraLakra, Midfielders:
Hardik Singh, Manpreet Singh,
VivekSagar Prasad, Nilakanta
Sharma, Sumit, Forwards: Shamsher
Singh, Dilpreet Singh, Gurjant Singh,
Lalit Kumar Upadhyay, Mandeep
Singh.

The Swedes, who have conceded just
one goal in their last seven matches and
collected four points from their two
group games, will look to secure a last16 berth in their last game against
Poland on June 23, reports Xinhua.

ISL SIDE CHENNAIYIN EXTEND FORWARD
RAHIM'S CONTRACT BY TWO YEARS
Team Absolute|Chennai

ndian Super League
(ISL) side Chennaiyin FC
have extended the contract of forward Rahim Ali
until the 2023 season after
his "solid performances" in
the 2020-21 season.
Chennaiyin FC had
slipped from fourth position
in 2019-20 to eighth in the
previous season.
"I am really excited to
continue my journey and
learning with Chennaiyin
FC. I am looking forward to
getting back on the pitch in
CFC colours. The last season in Goa was one of immense experience and exposure. I
am really grateful for the opportunities I have received; that I
got a chance to prove myself," 21-year-old Rahim, who scored
two goals in the previous season, said.
"I will be more involved in the coming seasons and deliver
for CFC. It will be a fresh start. I am elated to further strengthen my bond with the Chennaiyin faithful, and I along with the
team do hope to bring joy to them in the coming times. This is
an extremely challenging period for all of us, and I only hope
they are all safe and doing well," the Kolkata player added.

I

Netherlands see off Austria to
reach Euro 2020 last 16
Amsterdam |Agencies

he Netherlands reached
the Euro 2020 last 16
from Group C with one
game to spare after beating
uninspired Austria 2-0 on the
goals from Memphis Depay
and Denzel Dumfries at the
Johan Cruyff Arena here.
The Dutch side didn't need
long to kick off things on
home soil as Austria defender
David Alaba fouled Dumfries
inside the box, allowing
Depay to make it 1-0 following a penalty, reports Xinhua
news agency. Austria had
their hands full keeping the
Netherlands at bay. Depay
missed the target though
from a tight angle but rattled
the outside of the netting to
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send a warning in the 24th
minute. Four minutes later,
Franco Foda's men showed a
vital sign with a quick combination through the lines but
for all that Christoph
Baumgartner's shot on target
got blocked by Matthijs de
Ligt. The hosts created a few
more opportunities in the
closing stages of the first half
but failed to extend the lead
as neither Depay nor

GeorginioWijnaldum was
able to make it two despite
promising chances.
Austria came out strong
after the interval while the
Dutch defended deep and
cleared their lines with long
balls out of their territory.
However, Austria weren't
able to find a gap in the host's
rock-solid defence and got
punished in the 67th minute
when DoynellMalen, who
was fielded three minutes
earlier, raced down the left
wing before crossing the ball
to the far post where
Dumfries poked home into
the empty goal.
Austria tried to hit back
but the Netherlands' defence
stood firm to keep a clean
sheet.
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RAPPER RAFTAAR FIRST
INDIAN ARTISTE TO ACCEPT
CRYPTOCURRENCY AS FEES

DEEPIKA
PADUKONE LAUNCHES
'A CHAIN OF WELLBEING' ON
HER SOCIAL MEDIA
Team Absolute|Mumbai

Team Absolute|Mumbai

ctress DeepikaPadukone took to her social media on Friday to
launch 'A Chain Of Well-being', which is a digital guide that
focuses on bringing to the forefront things that would support
people in coping with overall gloom/overwhelm, given the times we all
live in. Deepika used the 'Guides' feature of Instagram to compile a check
list of 'Chain of Wellbeing'. Introducing it, she wrote, "A gentle reminder
to take care". The well being guide has been launched by the actress in
collaboration with several other social media handles, who are working
towards a similar goal, to help reach out to a wide array of audiences.
The United Nations' agency, UNICEF, India has also partnered with the
actress for the "Chain of Wellbeing" along with several other digital
influencers. Recently, UNICEF India took to their social media to
share a guide on 'Mangaging Trauma and Loss', tagging Deepika
and 'The Live Laugh Love Foundation' In the caption, they
wrote, "We've all been emotionally impacted by the devastating effects of #COVID-19. Children are impacted
too and may feel lost and unloved. Here's some
tips for parents and caregivers on how to
reach out to children to let them know
they are not alone."

A

apper Raftaar has become the first Indian artiste to accept cryptocurrency instead of actual currency as performance fee. "I've always
been an ardent admirer of blockchain technology. I've always wondered why artistes and managers alike haven't explored the potential of
this disruptive medium. Nevertheless, I've finally taken the baby steps in
this direction and all the credit goes to my manager, Ankit Khanna for
making this dream a reality for me," said Raftaar.
The virtual performance for which Raftaar accepted cryptocurrency is scheduled for the second week of July. The boutique
60-minute event will be hosted in Canada, Ottawa for a
private gathering of 100 people.
The rapper's longtime business partner and
manager Ankit Khanna has been instrumental in the cryptocurrency transaction.
Ankit shared, "In my opinion, music will
be one of the first industries to be completely and thoroughly disrupted through
the blockchain. The artist can now go
directly to the public in every single way
without the need of middlemen.
Blockchain has the potential to expedite
a seamless experience for anyone
involved with generating or interacting
with music. I'm happy to welcome this
new transactional paradigm with my
longtime business associate Raftaar who
truly is a pioneering voice of this new
generation." Meanwhile, cryptocurrency
and blockchain technology has already
won the approval of global artistes like 50 Cent,
Mariah Carey, G-Eazy, Sia, Fall Out Boy, the
Backstreet Boys and Lana Del Rey among others.
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Kajol
poses in
'beloved
saree'

ctress Kajol looks gorgeous in her
Friday post, where she strikes a pose in
one of her beloved sarees. In the
Instagram image, Kajol is seen draped in an
orange printed saree and sleeveless blouse
with her hair open, next to a window. The
sunrays add an extra touch of gold to her
face. "One more from the beloved series...
sorry saree," the actress wrote as the caption. Kajol's sister TanishaaMukerji dropped
love emojis on the picture. The
actress, who is married to actorfilmmaker Ajay Devgn, is an
avid social media user, and
she keeps updating fans
about day-to-day life.
She recently
shared a picture
with her son
Yug on
Instagram. In
the image, the
mother-son
duo wear
masks as
they pose
for the
camera.
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igg Boss 14" housemate Nikki
Tamboli and singer
MillindGaba will be
seen grooving together in an upcoming pary number titled "Shanti". The
track is slated to release on June 22.
Nikki said: "It was an absolute
blast shooting this track with
MillindGaba. We had a

"B

Nikki Tamboli,
e
MillindGaba com
y
together for part
track 'Shanti'
lot of fun on
the sets and that's come through in the
music video of Shanti."
The music and lyrics are by Millind
and additional rap lyrics by Asli Gold.
"Shanti" features Millind wooing
Nikki during a karaoke session. Says
Millind: "It was great to have Nikki
Tamboli on this track. 'Shanti' is a very
upbeat, peppy track that makes you
want to g roove and dance." Currently
Nikki is in Cape Town, shooting for
the stunt based reality show
"KhatronKeKhiladi" season 11
hosted by Rohit Shetty.

Urvashi Rautela
scores 38 million
followers on Instagram

Prakash Electronic
out on OTT
Team Absolute|Mumbai

he rom-com venture Prakash Electronic have been
released on OTT platform on Friday. The film is a 2017
comical love story of a middle-aged electrician is smitten
by a diva who comes to live in his society.
The cast of the film includes Hemant Pandey, Hrishita
Bhatt, Sanjay Mishra and Manoj Pahwa. The movie is directed
by Manoj
Sharma. The
movie revolves
around protagonist Prakash
who is introvert by nature.
Prakash falls in
love with pretty girl, Barkha
who rents a
house in his
building and
he is smitten
and wants to
marry her.
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ctress Urvashi Rautela has garnered a
fan following of38 million on
Instagram. Urvashi posted a video
on Instagram on Friday. In the clip, she
is seen riding in a luxury car.
"38 MILLION LOVE ON @instagram. THANK YOUUUU. I LOVE
YOU. ENJOYING MY BABY ROLLS,"
she wrote as caption.
With these latest figures,
Urvashi is ahead of Bollywood
actress Kareena Kapoor, who
has 6.7 million followers, as
well as stars such as Shah
Rukh Khan (25 million) and
Amitabh Bachchan (26.9
million) followers respectively.
On the work front, Urvashi
will next be seen in the web
series "Inspector Avinash".
The series is based on the
life of Inspector Mishra and
has RandeepHooda essaying the
title role.
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INSTAGRAM PIC OF THE DAY

Himesh to launch Pawandeep and
Arunita in the first song of his new album
Team Absolute|Mumbai

inger-composer Himesh
Reshamiya announces another
music album on his label titled
Moods With Melodies Volume 1. On
world music day, Himesh will
announce the release date of the first
song which he has composed. This
song will launch two of Indian idol season 12 singers' Pawandeep and Arunita
together.
Himesh has been instrumental in
giving break to a lot of newcomers at a
very early stage in their career like darshan Rawal , Akasa Singh , Palak
Muchchal , Mohd Irfan, Ranu Mondal ,
Vinit Singh and Aman trikha.
Himesh has lauched Pawandeep and
Arunita before the show's finale. The
composer has incredible Faith in his
composition and the singers' voice.
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